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President's Letter

Great Rivers 
Environmental Law Center

  LAWYERS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
(a 501(c)(3)  tax-exempt nonprofit  corporation) 

Mission Statement 
We provide free and below market legal services to citizens'
groups, organizations and individuals who seek to protect

and preserve the environment and public health. 

                         Founding President  
    Lewis C. Green 

            (1924-2003)
 

Board of Directors 
             Richard D. Lageson, Chairman

Joyce Armstrong           Kathleen Henry
David R. Bohm              Cynthia Holmes
Garrett Broshuis           Wallis Warren
Beatrice Buder              Henry Robertson
Matthew P. McCauley    Steve Mahfood
Kay Drey                      Cathy Primm
Dhruv Mitroo                Sandy Rothschild
John A. Rava                 James J. Wilson
Ben Senturia                 

 
Board Member Emeritus
      Thomas "Yusha" Sager

 
         Staff 

Bruce A. Morrison, President 
Dianne Klein, Office Manager 
Bob Menees, Staff Attorney 
Sarah Rubenstein, Staff Attorney

                        Ethan Thompson, Staff Attorney
Linden Mueller, Development Dir.
Madeline Semanisin, Staff Attorney

 

Young Professionals Board 
Andrew Bouquet               Christa G. Mackenzie
Adam Field                       Alex Miller
Rebekah Helmich              Tyler Thompson
Chris Brozyna
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Bruce 

Over the summer, Congress passed, and the
President signed into law, the Inflation
Reduction Act. The law paves the way for the
greatest investment in climate action in U.S.
history. It creates the potential for the United
States to cut its planet-warming emissions by
40%. That’s great news! But, as we report on
page three of this Reporter, most of the climate
action provisions are not self-implementing.
The Inflation Reduction Act provides an
opportunity for change, but the hard work still
is ahead of us. For example, should Ameren in
Eastern Missouri, or Evergy in Western
Missouri, continue to operate their coal or gas-
fired power plants with carbon capture
technology or go with renewables? Our
Missouri Public Service Commission will
decide. That is why, in our Climate and Energy
Program, we are before the Public Service
Commission on so many matters. 
The work in our other programs - in Air
Quality, Wetlands and Floodplains, Water
Quality, Sustainable Lands, and Environmental
Justice - is no different. Good, protective laws
are on the books. But, if our government
officials decline to implement or enforce them,
they might as well not exist.
At Great Rivers Environmental Law Center, we
work to ensure that laws enacted at the federal
level are implemented in our Region. And,
when our state declines to enforce
environmentally protective laws, we step in and
enforce them.
Our work to protect our lands, air, and waters
would not happen without you. We always are
grateful for your support.



Our Climate and Energy Program works to address
climate change and promote public health by
decreasing carbon pollution and encouraging
cleaner energy. Missouri’s electricity is among the
most coal-intensive in the country. Almost no coal
is mined (or oil or gas drilled) in Missouri, and we
have good wind and solar potential. Our utilities’
coal-burning power plants are old and lack up-to-
date pollution controls, which keeps them
relatively cheap at the expense of the public’s
health and a stable climate. 
 
We are before the Missouri Public Service
Commission (PSC) on several matters, pressing
Missouri’s investor-owned utilities for change.
Why are we there? Made clear in a recent
Huffington Post article about the new federal
climate legislation, “States will ultimately decide
how quickly and how much of the Inflation
Reduction Act actually ends up reducing
emissions. Should a power plant owner build a
gas-fired plant with carbon capture technology or
go with renewables? Public service commissioners
and regional grid operators will decide. Key
permitting requirements? Various state regulatory
agencies are in charge there.” A. Kaufman, States
Will Decide How Much Democrats’ Historic
Climate Deal Actually Cuts Emissions, HuffPost
(Aug 13, 2022). And so, 
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Program News - Climate and Energy

Sarah Rubenstein is a staff attorney working on climate and energy
and on our many other matters 

Ensuring that Ameren considers energy market
prices if it decides to continue to operate its
coal plants, we currently represent Sierra Club
on an Ameren Missouri Fuel Adjustment Clause
matter (PSC File No. EO-2022-0236). 
  
Advocating for fossil fuel generation retirement
and clean energy expansion, we represent
Sierra Club in Evergy rate cases (PSC File Nos.
ER-2022-0129 and 0130). 

We represent Sierra Club in offering comments
to Evergy’s annual IRP update (PSC File Nos.
EO-2022-0201 and 0202), continuing to advocate
in this case for earlier retirement of the
company’s coal-fired power plants and
increased reliance on solar and wind sources
of energy generation.
 
Opposing Ameren's efforts to extend the life of
its fossil fuel energy generating facilities, we
represent Natural Resources Defense Council
and Sierra Club on Ameren Missouri’s proposed
change to its 2020 Integrated Resource Plan.
(PSC File No. EO-2022-0362).

We represent Sierra Club regarding Ameren’s
proposal to construct a new solar energy
generation facility, which we support. (PSC file
No. EA-2022-0245). 

Advocating for wind energy transmission in
Missouri, we represent Sierra Club in the Grain
Belt Express matter (PSC file No. EA-2023-0017).
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Program News - Environmental Justice

Our Environmental Justice Program works to
empower neighborhood groups so that they may
access and activate the protections that are put in
place for their benefit.
 
Over the summer months, we began working on
food scarcity issues in North Saint Louis after one
of our interns requested that food scarcity and
urban black farming be her area of focus. We now
are helping several urban black farm
organizations. The bulk of the legal work consists
of helping these farmers with transactions (e.g.,
contracts and leases) and internal governance
(e.g., policies and procedures). We also
represented one of the farmers on a misdemeanor
peace disturbance charge. He was charged in
connection with a protest he was waging over the
lack of vegetables for sale at a City of Saint Louis
grocery store. Before we entered an appearance
on his behalf his only options were pleading
guilty to the charge or going to trial without
counsel. After we entered an appearance and
engaged in discovery with the City of Saint Louis
City Counselor’s office, the City Counselor
dismissed the matter with no adverse
consequences and no costs assessed against the
urban farmer! 

These past six months we continued our work
with community partners over elevated lead levels
in drinking water inside the City of Saint Louis
Juvenile Detention Center. The facility’s director
has met with us and our partners and is receptive
to installing filters to eliminate lead in the
facility’s drinking water. 

We continue to help the St. Louis County NAACP
execute its advocacy plan concerning radiation
surrounding Coldwater Creek in north Saint Louis
County. We continue to collaborate with the Mo.
State Conference of the NAACP, the NAACP’s
national office, and Missouri NAACP local
branches on environmental justice matters, and
Bruce continues in his role as the Environmental
and Climate Justice Committee Chair for the
Missouri State Conference and the St. Louis
County branch.   

Ethan Thompson is a staf f  at torney working on 
environmental  just ice,  water,  and wet lands matters

The Orchards’ Homeowners Association of
Belleville v. Bassler, No. 20 MR 0309, St. Clair
County Circuit Court, State of Illinois -
 
Factual Background – Mark and Jennifer Bassler
(the Basslers) own a home in The Orchards
subdivision in Belleville, Illinois and have installed
solar panels on their home’s roof. Their
homeowners’ association (HOA) has sued to have
much of the solar array removed, claiming that the
solar array violates the “The Orchards Indenture
of Trust and Restrictions.” The Basslers believe
that the actions of the HOA violate Illinois’
Homeowners’ Energy Policy Statement Act. The
Basslers filed motions to dismiss. For the most
part, the Circuit Court denied the motions. We
entered our appearance for the Basslers.

Update - The lawsuit is resolved. The HOA has
dismissed its suit. The full solar array will remain
in place.

Litigation Update
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Hyde Park Neighborhood Association v. 3812
LLC, Case No. 2222-CC00457, City of St.
Louis Circuit Court, State of Missouri - 

Factual Background - More than three years ago
Great Rivers contacted City of St. Louis officials
on behalf of Hyde Park neighborhood residents
regarding eleven industrial properties affiliated
with Shreve Automotive Plant, a long-time source
of environmental concerns for the neighborhood.  
We followed up with efforts to reach out to the
owners of the properties to amicably remedy the
hazardous conditions. Neither effort led to
improvements.

Update – For the Hyde Park Neighborhood
Association and several members of the
community, we sued in the Spring of 2022. The
lawsuit alleges that the properties are being used
in violation of the zoning code and concern
buildings in disrepair, vehicles blocking sidewalk
and street access and illegal dumping, and is in
response to years of complaints made to the City
by Hyde Park residents. Additionally, the lawsuit
alleges that industrial waste, toxic chemicals and
other forms of improper waste disposal at these
properties are in violation of both St. Louis City
ordinances and Missouri environmental laws. We
are conducting discovery.

State of Illinois v. Sugar Camp Energy LLC,
Case No. 2022-CH-2, Circuit Court of Franklin
County, State of Illinois - 

Factual Background - The operators at the Sugar
Camp Mine dumped 46,000 gallons of firefighting
foam, including at least 660 gallons of
concentrated PFAS-based foam, deep into an
underground coal mine in an unsuccessful
attempt to extinguish a fire that burned
underground last year. PFAS are highly persistent
“forever chemicals” that, when ingested, can lead
to serious health problems including cancer and
organ and immune system damage.  

Update - We had served upon the mine owners
and operator a Notice of Intent to sue Sugar

Litigation Update (continued) Camp Energy LLC and its related entities. After
the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
(IEPA) investigated the violations described in our
notice letter, the Illinois Attorney General sued
Sugar Camp Energy. For Sierra Club Illinois and
Prairie Rivers Network, we moved to intervene and
join additional defendants in the lawsuit. The
Court granted our motion to intervene on
September 23, 2022, ruling that we had
demonstrated that our clients are entitled to
intervene as of right because their interests are
inadequately represented by the Illinois Attorney
General.

Shannon County v. L-A-D Foundation and the
United States, Case No. 1:21-cv-00128-SNLJ,
United States District Court, Eastern District of
Missouri -
 
Factual Background – In the summer of 2021,
Shannon County sued L-A-D Foundation over
three roads it had constructed on Foundation-
owned land within the Ozark National Scenic
Riverways. The County claimed that it had the
right to build and maintain the roads within the
National Park. The Foundation believes that the
roads are illegal, prohibited by a scenic easement
that covers the land. The Foundation, pointing to
the National Park Service’s interest in the case,
removed the matter from the Circuit Court of
Shannon County to the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of Missouri. The
county then moved to remand the matter to the
Shannon County Circuit Court. The district denied
the County's motion. The County then
appropriately named the United States as an
additional defendant. The county now seeks a
ruling that the interests of the National Park
Service and L-A-D Foundation are subservient the
County's right to construct and maintain twenty-
three roads within the National Park. Both L-A-D
Foundation and the National Park Service believe
that most of these twenty-three additional roads
within the park are illegally maintained and
should be closed.

Update - The parties have exchanged roughly
10,000 pages of written discovery. Depositions are
scheduled to begin later this month.  The case is
set for trial in March 2024.
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Program News - Air Quality 

Our Air Quality Program protects the region’s air quality
and reduces exposures to toxic pollutants. Ultimately, we
seek a region where our children are healthy and free of
asthma and other pollution-related ailments. 
 
In May 2022, for Dutchtown South Community
Corporation, we began advocating (through formal
notice and comment rulemaking) for EPA to impose
more stringent manufacturing and idling requirements
for heavy-duty engines through the recently proposed
Heavy Duty Engine Rule. This rule has a particular
importance for communities such as Dutchtown because
heavy-duty engines are a significant source of harmful
air pollution and are more often operated near low-
income communities of color. The stakes are particularly
high in Missouri, where our work demonstrates a pattern
and practice by regulatory officials of failing to enforce
anti-idling ordinances and regulations. 
 
 In June 2022, for Missouri Coalition for the Environment
and several other community groups around the state,
we began advocating to the Missouri Department of
Natural Resources (MDNR) in response to its draft
statewide air monitoring plan. We call out MDNR for
failing to adequately involve the public in its regulatory
process. We ask MDNR to increase its ozone and
particulate matter monitoring in low-income
communities of color. These communities suffer from
increased asthma and other respiratory disease. We also
advocate for air monitoring near large factory farms, and
for MDNR to address air pollution associated with
mining operations and coal-related facilities around the
state. 

 Regarding U.S. EPA’s investigation of our environmental
justice complaint against the Missouri Department of
Natural Resources (“MDNR”), and regarding the
preliminary findings EPA made against MDNR last year,
EPA informs us that they have entered into a Voluntary
Compliance Agreement with MDNR regarding MDNR’s
violations of Limited English Proficiency (LEP)
requirements. These will require MDNR to meaningfully
engage communities made up of non-English speaking
members. On the second prong of our environmental
justice complaint (community engagement and
cumulative air pollution impacts), we are working with
EPA so it may hear first-hand from impacted community
members. 
 
 In June 2022, with Missouri Coalition for the
Environment, we began advocating (through formal
notice and comment rulemaking) in response to EPA’s
proposed Federal Implementation Plan to address
regional ozone transport in Missouri and other states
(the so-called Good Neighbor Rule). We support EPA’s
proposal to include Missouri in a revised Cross-State Air
Pollution Rule (CSAPR) to address NOx emissions from
fossil fuel-fired power plants. We focus on the
ramifications the proposed rule would have on
communities experiencing environmental injustices
throughout Missouri, particularly in the eastern portion
of the State, where ozone pollution is a significant
problem, and in Sikeston, where black residents live near
a coal-fired power plant.

Madeline Semanisin is a staff attorney working on air
quality and environmental justice matters



We continue to assist Missouri Confluence
Waterkeeper (MCW) regarding water quality and
coal ash. We submitted comments to EPA on an
Ameren-requested extension to accept coal
combustion waste on-site at its Sioux facility in
an unlined pond until October 2023. Our
comments highlighted that Ameren has fallen
short of complying with coal ash regulations,
such as their decision to leave coal ash floating
in groundwater where their pollution continues
to impact surface waters and nearby
communities. These shortcomings should render
Ameren ineligible for an extension; however, we
are awaiting EPA’s final decision which is in part
contingent on whether it is determined that the
Sioux Plant is necessary for regional electrical
reliability.  

We commented on a proposed general permit
issued by MDNR that would have done nothing to
protect surface and groundwater from coal ash
pollution, while at the same time would have
provided utility companies with a permit shield to
protect them from lawsuits by the public. Our
comments highlighted that the agency should be
taking enforcement action against coal ash, and
while it is unfortunate that they refuse to do their
own job, they are also attempting to limit the
public’s ability to do anything about this
pollution. Our comments focused on the lack of
public involvement in developing the permit and
how the permit would not protect water quality
or nearby communities. We then testified at the
public hearing on the permit. Fortunately, MDNR
decided to withdraw the proposed permit. 
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In May 2022, we advocated (through formal notice
and comment) in opposition to a proposed NPDES
(water) permit for the Sikeston Power Station on
behalf of Sierra Club. The Draft Permit undermines
the intent and purpose of the Clean Water Act by
removing the Facility’s effluent limitation for
arsenic, by loosening the Facility’s limitation for
iron, by failing to impose an effluent limitation or
monitoring and reporting requirement for boron,
and by failing to mandate sufficiently frequent
monitoring and reporting. These failings are
especially dangerous considering the Facility’s
history of exceedances, the impending closure of
the Facility’s coal ash ponds, the local area’s reliance
on groundwater as a source of drinking water, and
the fact that the residents located closest to the
plant are largely low-income, minorities. 
 
These past several months we have been engaging
in the ongoing general permitting process for
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (“CAFOs”)
in Missouri. Our advocacy already has had a
positive impact on the draft general permits,
including more stringent reporting and
recordkeeping requirements for CAFO operators,
increased scrutiny on the nighttime application of
CAFO waste, and stricter regulation of the types of
chemicals used to wash animal transport vehicles
on-site. We will continue to engage with the
Missouri Department of Natural Resources
throughout the public notice and comment period.
 
In Saint Genevieve County, for Sierra Club and L-A-
D Foundation, we are engaging the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources on its draft NPDES
(water) permit for Nexgen Silica, LCC to operate a
silica sand mine. We highlight potential effects on
drinking water and groundwater, as the mine is
likely to adversely affect the St. Francois Mountain
Groundwater Province, which DNR has classified as
high risk and in need of protection. 

Across the River, on behalf of Sierra Club and
Prairie Rivers Network, we filed an appeal to the
Illinois Pollution Control Board, appealing an NPDES
permit issued to the Pond Creek Mine. The permit
issued for the mine is not sufficiently protective of
the receiving streams or public health.

Program News- Water Quality

Bob Menees is a staff attorney working on water quality and land use
matters 



Great Rivers
Receives
Recognition 
as a 2023 
"Best Law Firm" 

Great Rivers is recognized as one of the
country's "Best Law Firms" for Environmental
Litigation by U.S. News- Best Lawyers.  It's a
big honor for a little guy like us.

CHAMPIONS ($2,500) 
Mark and Susan Bronson

Kay Drey

Trudy Busch Valentine and John Fries

A very special thank you to the sponsors,
donors, volunteers, auction contributors &

bidders who came together in common cause to
make Great Rivers' 20th Anniversary and

Awards Celebration a huge success

GUARDIANS ($750)
Anders CPAs + Advisors

 Michael Bobroff

 Jutta Buder

 Mary Green and Wally Thoreson

 The LAD Foundation

 Guy and Peggy McClellan

 Virginia Moore

 John and Susan Rava

 Mark and Lynn Sableman

 Yusha Sager and Helen Messerly

ALLIES ($500)

STEWARDS ($1,500)
Suzzanne Bouchard

 Kim and Dana Dann-Messier

EFS Energy

 Katherine Green

 Rick and Laura Lageson

Sierra Club

 Randy and Fiona Woods

 David and Joan Bohm

 Phoebe and Spencer Burke

 John and Alison Ferring

 Susan Flader

 Margaret Gilleo and Chuck Guenther

 Steven and Lynn Glauber

 Katy and David Henry

 Cynthia Holmes and Al Tretter

Kennett Lehmann

Steve Mahfood and Elizabeth Petersen

 Pat and Brigid McCauley

 Connie and Katherine McPheeters

 Alex Miller and Emily Heaton

 Cathy and Alex Primm

 Sandy and Sue Rothschild

Kenneth Schechtman and Caroline Pufalt

Mark and Jill Schupp

Sunflower Hill Farm

There are many ways you
can help Great Rivers as a
volunteer! Opportunities
include data entry and
management, event support,
tabling, outreach research,
creative work, and more. 

We are currently in special
need of volunteers interested 

Ready to Give Our Best 

Uniting in Purpose Interested to volunteer? Please contact
Linden Muel ler ,  Dir .  of  Development:   314-231-4181 x.5 

Volunteer Opportunities

to take a leading role in helping plan our 2023
tabling outreach and to assist on a regular
(weekly) basis with data management.

Volunteer Nicole
Switalski  shares
her ta lent  and
cheer at  Great
Rivers '  of f ice.  

Honorees Dan and
Connie Burkhardt  (L)
received the Lewis C.
Green Award for their
environmental
service.  Katy Henry
(R) presented the
award.

Above (L to R): Mary Beth Layton, Jim Wilson; Tabitha Tripp, Monica Casey; Trudy Busch Valentine, John Fries

Above (L to R): Carolyn Ferdinand, Terri Warholak, Martha Ferdinand;  Presentation of the Lew. C. Green Award

Above (L to R): Mark and Lynn Sableman; Nancy Farmer, Sue Rothschild; Diana and Jim Oleskevich


